The research in this paper is motivated by the open question: "Is the complexity of a finite semigroup S decidable?" Following the lead of the Presentation Lemma (Rhodes), we describe the finest cover on S that can be computed using an aperiodic semigroup and give an explicit relation. The central idea of the proof is that an aperiodic computation can be described by a new 'blow-up operator'
shows the main result by actually constructing a relation SA CP(S) computing C" (S) with CP(S) aperiodic. It uses HO, generalized to @" on C?" (S) 'to get rid of groups by blowing up'.
Elementary definitions and notation
In the following we list definitions and results used throughout Chapters 1-5. Most of this material is standard and is included for the convenience of the reader; for a more thorough treatment and additional background see [4] , and especially IAl denotes the cardinality of A; C S denotes the free semigroup on letters SE S, i.e., all strings (sl, . . . ,s,~) with si E S and concatenation as multiplication. We write: Because of the apparent reversal of symbols, often it is more natural to write the functions on the right, i.e. xf and x(fog)=(xf)g.
We will also use this notation if the context makes it clear.
If s= (a, g, b) E$ with respect to a fixed Rees-matrix coordinazation 8'~ Let H be an H-class of S. The Schiitzenbergergroup G of His (SE S ) H. s= H}, i.e., all permutations of H, made faithful on H.
(It is therefore not necessarily itself a subgroup of S.)
We have a homomorphism of the right idealizer of H onto the Schiitzenbergergroup. Let G' be any subgroup of the right idealizer mapping onto G. Since G is transitive, h. G'= h* G = H for any h E H, Now G' is a subgroup of S, and in the future we will call G', abusing notation, also 'the Schtitzenberger group'. Really all we are interested in is Fact 1.12. If 
H is an H-class of S, then there exist groups G', G" of S such that H=h.G=G'h for any heH.
The powerset-functor and the union-map Definition 1.13. Let P(S) := {A IA c S), the set of all subsets of S. P(S) carries a natural multiplication, induced by multiplication in S, via A.B={a.blaEA, bEB} (A,BEP(S)).
Definition 1.14. Given a homomorphism @ : S + T, define a map P(G) : P(S) --H P(T) by [P(@)l(A) := {@(a)laEAI.
P(Q) is a homomorphism, so P is a functor LE!J -+ YF? (9% = category of finite semigroups).
Fact 1.15. SIP(S)
via the embedding S (% P(S), i(s) = {s} (singleton-set, containing s as only element). Abusing notation, we often write s for {s}. .e+ UA, EP(S). This map is easily seen to be a homomorphism.
Fact 1.16. SIT implies P(S)<P(T).

Definition 1.17. Define P'(S) := S, Pn+'(S) :=P(P"(S)
)
Note. Thus U : Pn+' (S) + P"(S), n I 1 is defined, but not P(S) --H S.
Fact 1.20. U is a retract, i.e., P(S) I P2(S), P(S) (as considered 5 P2(S)) maps onto P(S), and IJ is the inverse of the embedding A G i(A) = (A}, i.e., U {A} = A.
Definition 1.21. P(S) carries a natural partial order, namely A c B (set-theoretic inclusion). 
Definition 1.37. Given a relation S -!? T, define the cover C(R) := {R-'(t) ( t E T}. C(R)
is preserved, hence sub(C(R)) is a cover-semigroup, denoted by B(R). In the sequel we will usually deal with F?(R). Definition 1.38. We say "T computes the cover semigroup D on S (via R)" if and only if g(R) =D. Definition 1.39. We say "D is computable by an aperiodic semigroup" if and only if there exists a relation SL C with C aperiodic such that C computes D (via R).
In the following, we wish to determine the finest cover-semigroup D on a given set S, such that D is computable aperiodically.
We will give an effective procedure to determine D (= P (S) ) and a specific relation SL C such that g(R)=D (C= CP(S) is aperiodic). 
.R.). Now some cover C=n,_,~(R;)
occurs infinitely often in (*>, so nREK g(R) = n, ~ J(R;) for some N. 0
Fact 2.6. Assume that K is closed under A (i.e., R,,R, E K =) A(R,,R,) E K). Then PI,(S) = E'(R) for some R E K.
Proof. Follows from Fact 2.5. Cl
In the following, we will place some more restrictions on K. 
Proof. (i) assures DlPl(S).
(ii) shows PI(S) i D (since PI(S) = nRE K(I) g(R), and D occurs in the intersection).
Together (i) and (ii) show D = Pi(S). q Note. We will define D := Cw (S) in Chapter 3, and Chapter 5 will construct SK CP(S) with Q(R) = C" (S) and CP(S) aperiodic.
We will postpone exploration of the functorial and other properties until later [2] , so that we may then use PI(S) = C?(S) to facilitate some proofs. However, most 'general' properties of PI (S) are independent of that fact and could be proved earlier, just using the 'universal' definition of Pi (S) as Pi,(q). Note. In the literature sometimes a more general approach is taken, allowing S to be not faithful on X. However, this definition is general enough for our purpose.
Excursion: transformation-semigroups
All the notions defined in Chapter 1 can be generalized to TSG in the obvious way, for example Pi, (S) where X-PIK(S) is short for (x0.A (x+X, A EPlK(S)}.
Proof. Since K and Rare connected (Fact 2.14), pl~(X, S) = PI, (S) . So X. PI,(S) = X. PlR(X, S) c P$(X, S).
For the converse let R be the relation computing Pi,(S) (which exists by Fact The proof schemes 2.10 and 2.20 are due to Rhodes (unpublished).
Definition of C"(S) and H"
In this chapter we define the crucial 'blow-up-operator Hw' and C?"(S), the semigroup of 'constructible' pointlike sets of S. Three instructive examples are given at the end of the chapter. Note. H is just a map, not a homomorphism. 
Tc P(S), HT(T) c P2(S), so HTou(T) c P(S
AT(P) E T).
Note. C"'(S) is well defined, since P(S) satisfies (i)-(iii), and if the S; (FEZ) satisfy
(i)-(iii), then nielSi satisfies (i)-(iii).
Fact 3.5. (iii) in Definition 3.4 may be replaced by (iii)' For every PE GI T, G a subgroup of T, AT(P) E T.
Proof. (iii) implies (iii)'. Conversely, if T satisfies (i), (ii), (iii)', and PE T, then H(P) = P. G (G =
An inductive definition of C"'(S) can be given as follows: Definition 3.6. Co(S) := S, C"(S) := sub(({@"-'(X) ( XE C*-'> UC"-')) (where (A) denotes the semigroup generated by A), i.e., C"(S) = the semigroup generated by C"-' and all its %-amalgams, closed under subsets. Then Sr C'(S)< C'+' 5
P(S), so there exists an N such that CN(S) = CN+ l(S). Then C"(S) = CN(S). This shows
Fact 3.1. C"(S) can be effectively determined (is computable).
Proof. The iteration of Definition 3.6 has to stop in less than 2isl steps. (That the iteration may take more than 1 step is shown in Example 3.) U
Fact 3.8. C"(S) 5 PI(S).
Proof. Look at the relation R : S--H C with g(R) = Pi(S), which exists by Fact 2.9. R extends in the obvious way to E : Pi(S) ~C(withii(A)={co~C~AC_R~l(~O)}).
Let A E Pi(S), A E G<Pl(S), G a subgroup of Pi (S) . So in
hence GE PI (S) . This shows PI(S) satisfies (iii)'. It also satisfies (i), (ii) in Definition 3.4, hence Cw(S)sP1 (S) . 0
Note. The converse of Fact 3.8, namely PI(S)< C" (S) , is the subject of Chapter 5. 
The R-operator (H-amalgamation)
(i) R(A) 2 A; equality holds if and only if the g-class of A is H-trivial.
( (
ii) (A is local). There exist idempotents e(A), e'(A) such that R(A) = A . e(A) = e'(A). A. Moreover, e(A) = A(G) with G = right Schiitzenberger group of A, e'(A) =A(G') with G'= left Schiitzenberger group of A and if 1 E G, 1 'E G' are the identities of G,G', then A. l=A, l'.A=A. (iii) A(A) z.* A; A(A) = A if and only if the g-class of A is H-trivial. (So if the g-class of A is not H-trivial, H(A) 5 A in the LZ-and LR-order. This fact, together with (i), is of crucial importance in this paper). (iv)Zf AL?B via X.A=B, Y.B=A, th en R(A)LFR(B), via X. A(A) = I?(B), Y. fri(B) = R(A). Similar results are true for a-and J?-equivalence. (v) AZ@B implies R(A) = A(B). (vi) Ax = A 'x implies Al?(x) = A 'Z?(x).
(vii) AxLPA 'x implies AA(x)LZA 'R(x), xA%xA implies R(x)ABR(x)A '.
Negative results: (viii) (v) has no converse: Z?(A) = A(B), even though A is not H-equivalent to B. Even adding AgB to the assumption does not help. See Example 1. (ix) H:$ir a$2 need not be onto gl, see Example 2. (x) I?(A) is not necessarily H-trivial, and A2 #R. (This leads to the definition of H".) See Example 1. (xi) A L B does not imply A(A) c I?(B), see Example 1. (xii) A sy B does not imply A(A) Z& I?(B), see Example 1.
Proof. (i) R(
ii) Since H(A) can be written as Aa G or G'. A with G, G'S Cw(S) subgroups, R(A)=UH(A)=U(A~G)=A.UG and R(A)=U(G~.A)=/JG~.A. SO let e(A) = IJ G, e'(A)
(iii) The first part of (iii) follows from (ii) 
(A) =H(B), Y. H(B) = H(A). Hence X. R(A) =X. U H(A) = u H(B) = R(B)
and so on.
=A'R(X), dually for 59. 0 
Fact 3.12. HW has the following properties: (i) HW(A) 2 A, HW(A) =A if and on/y if the g-class of A is H-trivial. (ii) (HW is local). A E P(S), then there exist idempotents Ei (i= 1, . . . , n with n~2~S~)suchthatHW(A)=A~E,~...~E,.SimilarlyHW(A)=F,~...~F,A(F~=Fj).
Moreover, E,= U Gi for some group Gin C" (S) , and with ~G,E G; the identity ( 
if the&T-class of A is Z-trivial. (So if the &?-class of A is not H-trivial, HW(A) <~,A is strict.) (iv) 1f ALZB via X. A = B, Y. B=A, then HW(A)LZHu(B) via X. HW(A)= HW(B), Y. Ha(B) = HW(A). Similar results are true for 8 and $-equivalences. (v) AY8B implies HW(A) = HW(B). (vi) HW(A) is H-trivial. (vii) (H")*(A) = H"(A).
Negative results:
Same as for E-i (Fact 3.10), except now we have (H")2=Hw.
Proof. (i)-(v) follow by iteration from Fact 3.10. (vii) is a consequence of (vi). (vi) Assume NW(A) not H-trivial; then by (iii) HW(HW(A))<HW(A),
a contradiction to the definition of H". 0
The same examples as for R apply to HO to show negative results.
Example 1. Let G be a group. Then PI(G) = P(G). We will investigate the structure Proof. Follows from Facts 3 and 4.
So we see, that in order to show <J%, 9, ~99 and$-equivalence of elements in P(G), one only has to look in G.
Notation 6.
We write 'Go a G' for Go is a normal subgroup of G (i.e., gGogp' = Go for all g E G). 
Proof. A(G,) = U {Gag (g E N(Go)} = N(Go).
Now assume that N(Go) a G, but N(G,)#G, N(Go)#Go (so we have Go 2
R(N(Go)) = G, so A#AZ and especially H" #A. Now assume also that IGI/IN(G~)I =2, so G=N(G,)UN(G,)x for any xeN(Go) and N(G,) . x=x. N(G,).
Then GoaGo. x and x. Go9Go, so Gox&?x. Go and
Also notice that if Go = N(G,), A(G,) = Go. But let 1 E G be the identity; then (l)cG,, but ~{l}=GrG,=A(G,). Also Go+(l), but G,+G=~({l}).
Example2.LetZ,withgeneratorzacton~(A={a,,a~},B={6,,b~},Z~={-+1},
(This action is linked with z~(~,,s)=(Q*,-g),
In C"(S), we have the element a = { (ai, 1, b,), (ai, -1, b,)} = (a,, f 1, b,) = ~ (a,,1,bl).(a,,~1,b,) .Z,={a,,+1,blorb2)=psincea.~4=p,p.a=a,aandp are %-related.
However, p is not an H-amalgam of any x$(ar, 1, b,), P#:A(x) for all XE C"(S), xg(a,, 1, b,) . If it were, /3=/3, flj3, with (pI,/32} forming an H-class.
Then (i), (ii) or (iii).
(i) Pi =(a,, 1, br or b2), &=(a,, -l,br or b2).
(ii) Pr = {(a,, 1, br), (ai, -Lb,)), Pz=((a,,-l,bl),(a,,l,b,)).
(iii) Pi = {(ai, 1, bi)(ai, -1, b,)}, PZ = {(a,, 1, W, (ai, -1, 62)).
Case (iii) is ruled out, because /3, and /32 are not g-equivalent. Case (i) and case (ii) are ruled out, since (b,)z = 1, (b2)z= -1. So {x2,x3} is a group in C'(S), hence Z?(~~)=~~U~~={(~,a,1,~,y))x,y~{1,2}, cl, PE (a b}} is an element of C'(S). However, A(x2) is not in C'(S) already, as can be easily checked. This is an example for C2(S) #C'(S).
It shows, moreover, that there are groups in C"(S) that are not 'derived from' groups of S, i.e., whose elements are not singletons (or subsets of groups). The group showing up here is a complicated subset of the bottom g-class Gn,, created by the 'falling' of the middle-null-H classes, after they were 'spread out' by the top group. One gets a good feel that P (S) is really a definition tied to the global structure of S.
The Rhodes-expansion
The Rhodes-expansion, due to Rhodes, is an extremely useful tool in finite semigroup theory. In Subsection 4.1 we give a short definition and list some properties; for an extensive treatment of proofs, see [8] . In Subsection 4.2 we embed the Rhodes-expansion into a wreath-product, using a method originally due to Zeiger 191 and adapted to s^ by Rhodes [6] ('Zeiger-coding').
This embedding, extended to the infinite case, is also studied in [3] . We will write suggestively j, < ... <jr if (j,, . . . , j,) E s^ (see Note 4.14 below concerning notation).
Definition and elementary properties of the Rhodes-expansion
Define a canonical way to reduce I-chains to elements of s^ in the following way: To be more precise, let k= k(x,< ... 5x,) be the number of g-distinct elements m x,<...Ix,.
Define It is easy to see that this product is associative. Some of the properties of s^ are the following: Note 4.14. The notation j,< . ..<j. for an element in s^ is bad, but s,...s~<...< s2sI < s1 is even worse. The reason is that an input sequence (s,, . . . , s,), applied to the string (l), yields successively S,, (This is the famous 'reversal of time' connected with s^, see [3] .) However, since it has been used in the literature, we are going to stick with it for the time being.
($s^) is in a canonical wreath product
(See also [3] for an expanded version.) Note 4.15. We now want to show that ($9) can be embedded into a certain canonical wreath product. The embedding is done in three steps: (i) We pass to an isomorphic semigroup (Code(g), Z(S)) using a l-l map 'Code' ('Zeiger-coding').
(ii) We define a coordinate (iii) We show that each element cy ~Exp-' Z(S)Exp can be extended to a triangular map on all of I77> Exp(Code(S)) with the correct component action, completing the embedding.
Zeiger-coding
The original idea of Zeiger-coding is due to Zeiger. Rhodes refined Zeiger's idea and adapted it to S. We will present it here in an algebraic form, although it really is more a computer science idea on how to code nests X, > X, 2 *a. 2 X,, . 
<x,).s=(x:,<... <xi). Let k, be the first k such that xkBxk (where (xk < . ..<x.).s=(x~<...<x;)).
Then n-k=rn'-a and xk+X=xa+X, x=1 ,...,n-k.
Proof. Follows from Fact 4.29(ii). 0
Expansion into coordinates
We now define the embedding of (9, s^) into a wreath-product, using the following Exp map (Expansion into coordinates). We will now prove that the component action of (Y E Exp-' Z(S)Exp is remarkably simple, and that every element a E Exp-' Z(S)Exp can be extended to all of 17 in the obvious way, keeping the same simple component action. (ii) Assume now that jns-+ j, . s from above (and in the nk_, + l-spot, b(j,). s gets
Extending Exp-' Z(S)Exp to all of I2
P(S) = PI(S)
We now have the tools to prove C"(S) = PI (S) . We show this by constructing a relation SL CP (S) such that Q(R)5 C"(S) (see Proof-scheme 2.10).
In Subsection 5.1 we define I?", an adaptation of HW to (C"(S))*, and show that a-'fiwa (see Definition 4.39) can be extended to YZ', a triangular map on all of n with very restrictive component action.
In Subsection 5.2 we combine the action of (C"(S))* on 17 with X'. The component action of Y?is such that the combined component action of JZs%is aperiodic in every component (i.e., Y? 'gets rid of the groups'). As a result we can construct the desired relation R.
go and 3f
Definition 5.1. Let E(A) be such that HW(A) =A .E(A) (see Fact 3.12(ii)). 
Fact 5.13. Then 9 : (C"(S))A-H-T((Cw(S))A) and 3 is identity on H-T((P(S))*).
Proof. Trivial. q Note 5.14. We now want to show that C'H^Wa can be extended to .X on all of 17 with certain restrictive component action. Just as the same fact for (x-'XX is a consequence of (a, g, b)s = (4 g(b)s,, b. s) being in triangular form, Fact 5.15 gives rise to a-'@a being triangular. HW(a,g, b) , and hence the group-coordinate 1 EJ'. q
We can therefore write shortly Definition 5.16.
HW(b) := b(HW(a,g, b))
which is independent of a, g by Fact 5.15.
HW(a) := a (H"(a, g, b) ), Proof. By induction.
(i) J, =$-class of the identity of P'(S)'. Then let JQtb') =H"(yib').
(ii We claim this to be aperiodic for any Y,.
Case CI. For general group coordinates Yp' we have
Case p. (ii) Obvious. are really necessary to compute Plx(X,S). We believe that the above bound may still be improved considerably.
The following example shows that some multiplicities may be necessary, though, to compute Plx(X, S) by an aperiodic semigroup. (and x + 0 where not specified).
Notice the 'multiplicities': {l} is represented as { 1) and as (S, l) , (2) as (2) and (y,2), i.e., we 'remember' if 6 or y 'was used last'.
Also note the choice of 'blow-ups': for d it occurs at 1 -+ {2,4}, for p at 2-*{1,3}. (where x~y if x=y or x~y and also 1 c (6, l), 2 c (y, 2)). It is easy to see that this is indeed a TSG-relation and that it computes the above sets. To see that s is aperiodic observe that (i) All generators (# i) have 0" = constant 0 for n large enough.
(ii) (x)p0 = { 2,4) or 0 for all xE8. (iii) By (i) and (ii) it follows that if d = bt . . . 6, is a non-trivial group-element of S (i.e., O* #e), it must contain 6 or 7 in its decomposition.
Assume dj= p and i is the first index such that s. th . rTj = 7, (the arguvnt for 8 is similar), and that Keg --+ ... "-_i? is a non-trivial cycle. Then K-... % 1, and we can assume without loss of generality that R= 1 and 5, = y. 17 = 1' implies b, = p and a3 = 7, so ~=yPjjT with T:2+ 1". (Since Z&R(')+ ... -'K is non-trivial.) But then 12
l"e0, a contradiction. Therefore a non-trivial group-element 6 cannot exist. Multiplicities have to be introduced to do so -e.g. { l> is represented by 1 and (S, 1) in our computation.)
